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This paper presents a case study on the application of retrospective cost adaptive control to the NASA generic
transport model under conditions of uncertainty and failure. To apply retrospective cost adaptive control to the
generic transport model, a collection of control architectures is defined, where each architecture has a decentralized
adaptation structure in the sense that a performance (error) variable is assigned to each control channel for online
decentralized adaptation. Sensor signals may be shared among the channels to account for channel coupling. Then, a
series of cases that examine the performance of retrospective cost adaptive control under various conditions is
considered, including trim finding, startup, unknown time-varying aircraft dynamics (such as icing and mass
variation), unknown flight envelope (including the possibility of conflicting commands), known sensing constraints (a
failed air data system), knownactuation constraints (requiringdifferential thrust), unknown sensor failure (stuck and
biased airspeedmeasurement), andunknownactuator failure (severe stroke and rate saturation, dead zone, and jam).
For each case, a range of scenarios is considered that captures various commands and performance objectives.
Disturbance rejection is included in the form of unknown wind shear.
Nomenclature
a = ailerons
a
⇀
= desired path on ground
e = elevator
ek = signed distance error parallel to a
⇀
e⊥ = signed distance error perpendicular to a
⇀
FE = Earth frame
FAC = aircraft body-fixed frame
Gf = filter transfer function applied to ϕ and u
h = altitude
i = channels 1–4 for T, e, a, and r, respectively
k0 = relative degree of controller
nc = order of controller
P, Q, R = angular velocity of FAC relative to FE in direction i^AC, j^AC, k^AC
Ru = control penalty
Rz = performance penalty
Rθ = controller-coefficient penalty
r = rudder
T = throttle
U, V,W = aircraft speed relative to air in direction i^AC, j^AC, k^AC
u = input
ui;actual, ui;req = ith actual/requested actuator setting
ui;trim = ith constant actuator setting for trim flight
VAC = airspeed
Vg = ground speed
X = north coordinate
Y = east coordinate
y = measurement
ytrim = measurement at trim flight
z = performance variable
z = Z transform
α = angle of attack
β = sideslip angle
γ = flight-path angle
δui;actual = ith actual actuator setting increment
δui;req = ith requested actuator setting increment specified by the adaptive controller
δy = measurement increment from the trim flight
δycmd = incremental command from the trim flight
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η = ground velocity alignment error with a
⇀
Θ, Φ, Ψ = pitch, roll, yaw angles
θ = controller coefficients
τ = turn rate
ϕ = feedback vector
I. Introduction
A LONG with aerodynamics, lightweight structures, and propulsion, feedback control is one of the key technologies that enable aviation.Feedback control uses inertial and noninertial sensors to providemeasurements of position, velocity, acceleration, attitude, and angular rates
to specify thrust and aerodynamic surfaces to apply corrective forces andmoments. Closed-loop control enables the operation of autopilots, which
can either assist the pilot or assume complete control of aircraft operation.
The standard approach to feedback control of aircraft is based on classical control techniques [1–3].With the advent of optimal controlmethods,
state-space-based control techniques have also been successful [4,5]. Although classical optimal control does not account for model uncertainty,
aircraft flight control has benefited from advances in robust control [6,7].
For conventional aircraft operating under emergency flight conditions, as well as for unconventional aircraft, recent research has focused on
adaptive control techniques [8–13]. The failure of theHoneywellMH-96 self-adaptive controller used on theX-15-3was analyzed in [12], andL1
adaptive control with an uncertain flight envelope has been flight tested on the NASA AirStar scaled aircraft [13].
The goal of the present paper is to investigate the performance of an alternative technique for adaptive flight control, specifically, retrospective
cost adaptive control (RCAC). RCAC is a direct discrete-time adaptive control technique for stabilization, command following, and disturbance
rejection [14].As a discrete-time approach,RCAC ismotivated by the desire to implement control algorithms that operate at the sensor sample rate
without the need for controller discretization. This also means that the required modeling information can be estimated based on data sampled at
the same rate as the control update.
RCAC was originally motivated by the notion of retrospectively optimized control, where past controller coefficients used to generate past
control inputs are reoptimized in the sense that if the reoptimized coefficients had been used over a previous window of operation, then the
performance would have been better. Unlike signal processing applications such as estimation and identification, however, it is impossible to
change past control inputs, and thus the reoptimized controller coefficients are used only to generate the next control input.
RCACwas originally developedwithin the context of active noise control experiments [15]. The algorithmused in [15] is gradient based,where
the gradient direction and step size are based on different cost functions. In subsequent work [16], the gradient algorithm was replaced by batch
least-squares optimization. In both [15,16], themodeling information is given byMarkov parameters (impulse response components) of the open-
loop transfer functionGzu from the control input u to the performance variable z. More recently, in [17], a recursive least-squares algorithm was
used, along with knowledge of the nonminimum-phase (NMP) zeros ofGzu. The approaches in [15–17] are closely related in the sense that all of
the NMP zeros outside of the spectral radius ofGzu are approximate zeros of a polynomial, for which the coefficients are Markov parameters of
Gzu; this polynomial is a truncated Laurent expansion ofGzu about infinity. RCAC uses a filterGf to define the retrospective cost by filtering the
difference between the actual past control inputs and the reoptimized control inputs. To constructGf, Markov parameters are used in [15,16,18]
and NMP zeros are used in [17,19].
In the present paper, we interface RCAC with the NASA generic transport model (GTM) simulation model [20–23]. This aircraft model
includes an aerodynamic database, trim function, and interface to facilitate feedback control from realistic sensors to thrust and control surfaces.
For RCAC, which operates at a fixed sample rate, A/D and D/A operations are implemented through Simulink blocks.
The goal of this paper is to explore the ability of RCAC to control the GTM in various operational scenarios with minimal modeling
information. To set the stage for this study, we begin by presenting notation relevant to the GTM simulation; this notation is used to precisely
define the control architectures and scenarios considered for adaptive control. A summary of the RCAC algorithm, including the definition of the
retrospective cost, controller structure, andmodeling information that RCAC requires, is given inAppendixB. TheRCACalgorithm is amultiple-
input/multiple-output control law, where the performance variable, measurements for feedback, and control inputs may be vectors. Appendix A
provides the tuning parameters for the various architectures. Except for the evaluation of warmup strategies, these parameters are fixed for each
architecture.
To apply RCAC to the GTM, we define a collection of architectures that assign specified performance (error) variables to control inputs. This
means that each RCAC implementation is a decentralized controller, although the individual channel controllers may share measurement signals
to account for channel coupling. We then consider a series of cases that examine the performance of RCAC under various conditions, including
trim finding, startup, unknown time-varying aircraft dynamics (such as icing and mass variation), unknown flight envelope (including the
possibility of conflicting commands), known sensing constraints (such as a failed air data system), known actuation constraints (requiring
differential thrust), unknown sensor failure (stuck and biased airspeedmeasurement), and unknown actuator failure (such as anomalous stroke and
rate saturation, dead zone, and jam). Some of these cases are considered in [24–28]. For each case, we consider a range of scenarios that capture
various commands and performance objectives. Disturbance rejection is included in the form of unknown wind shear.
All of the applications of RCAC assume extremely limited modeling information about the GTM. In particular, no information about the
aerodynamics of the GTM are used. In addition, each of the six architectures considered in this paper uses limited measurements, and none of the
architectures assumes that full-state measurements are available. Consequently, full-state-feedback controllers such as linear-quadratic-regulator
can be used with these architectures.
An additional distinction between the RCAC controllers and standard practice concerns the use of integrators. Most applications of flight
control insert an integrator in each loop. The examples in this paper show that RCAC can automatically develop an integrator in response to trim
commands. In addition,many of the scenarios considered in this paper involve commands for transitioning the aircraft from a given trim to another
trim. This transition is performed by RCAC under fixed tuning parameters, without manual intervention to facilitate the transition. The goal is to
determine the ability of RCAC to perform trim-to-trim transitions without gain scheduling, which is the traditional approach to trim transition, as
well as without an inner-/outer-loop controller structure.
II. Assumptions, Notation, and Terminology
The Earth frame and aircraft body-fixed frame are denoted by FE and FAC, respectively. We assume that FE is an inertial frame and the Earth is
flat. The origin OE of FE is any convenient point fixed on the Earth. FE is defined with the axes i^E and j^E horizontal, whereas the axis k^E points
downward. FAC is defined with i^AC pointing out the nose of the aircraft, j^AC pointing out the right wing, and k^AC pointing downward, that is,
k^AC  i^AC × j^AC. FAC and FE are related by
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FAC  ~RAC∕EFE (1)
where ~RAC∕E is a physical rotation matrix represented by a 3-2-1 Euler rotation sequence, involving two intermediate frames FE 0 and FE 0 0 . In
particular,
~RAC∕E  ~Ri^E 0 0 Φ ~Rj^E 0 Θ ~Rk^EΨ (2)
where FE 0  ~RE 0∕EFE, FE 0 0  ~RE 0 0∕E 0FE 0 , and ~Rn^κ is the Rodrigues rotation about the eigenaxis n^ through the eigenangle κ according to the
right-hand rule. At each time instant, let “a” denote the air particle located at a point that is fixed relative to the aircraft and upstream of the pitot
tube. The location of the aircraft center of mass c relative to OE at each time instant is given by
r
⇀
c∕OE  r
⇀
c∕a  r⇀a∕OE (3)
Differentiating Eq. (3) with respect to FE yields
V
⇀
c  V
⇀
AC  V
⇀
a (4)
where
V
⇀
cΔ v⇀c∕OE∕E  r
⇀
E•
c∕OE ; V
⇀
ACΔ v⇀c∕a∕E  r⇀
E•
c∕a; V
⇀
aΔ v⇀a∕OE∕E  r
⇀
E•
a∕OE (5)
and E• denotes the time derivativewith respect to FE. The angular velocityω
⇀
AC∕E of FAC relative to FE is obtained from the rotation matrix ~RAC∕E
by Poisson’s equation
~R
AC•
AC∕E  ~RAC∕Eω⇀×AC∕E (6)
where the operator “×” creates a skew-symmetric physical matrix. We resolve V
⇀
AC and ω
⇀
AC∕E in FAC using the notation2
4 UV
W
3
5ΔV⇀ACjAC;
2
4 PQ
R
3
5Δω⇀AC∕EjAC (7)
A. Airspeed VAC
The airspeed VAC is the magnitude of V
⇀
AC and thus is the speed of the aircraft relative to the local atmosphere, that is,
VAC  jV
⇀
ACj 

U2  V2 W2
p
(8)
B. Flight-Path Angle γ
The flight-path angle γ is the angle between V
⇀
c and its projection onto the horizontal plane spanned by i^E and j^E.
C. Turn Rate τ
We resolve ω
⇀
AC∕E in FE as 2
4 PEQE
RE
3
5Δω⇀AC∕EjE (9)
The turn rate of the aircraft is defined by τΔRE.
D. Altitude h
We resolve r
⇀
c∕OE in FE as 2
4XY
Z
3
5Δ r⇀c∕OE jE (10)
The altitude h of the aircraft is given by h  −Z.
E. Angle of Attack α
The projected velocity vector V
⇀
AC;proj is the projection of V
⇀
AC onto the plane spanned by i^AC and k^AC. Assuming that V
⇀
AC;proj is nonzero, i^S is
the unit vector alignedwithV
⇀
AC;proj, that is, i^SΔ V^AC;proj. The angle of attack α ∈ −π; π is the signed angle from ı^S to ı^AC about j^AC. The stability
frame FS is then defined by rotating the aircraft frame FAC by the angle −α about j^AC, that is, FSΔRj^AC−αFAC. Using the components of V
⇀
AC
resolved in FAC, α is given by
α  atan2W;U (11)
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F. Sideslip Angle β
Assuming that V
⇀
AC is nonzero, i^W is the unit vector aligned with V
⇀
AC, that is, i^WΔ V^AC. The sideslip angle β ∈ −π; π is the signed angle
from i^S to i^W about k^S. Thewind frameFW is obtained by rotating the stability frame FS by the angle β about k^S, that is,FWΔ ~Rk^SβFS. Using the
components of V
⇀
AC resolved in FAC, β is given by
β  atan2V;

U2 W2
p
 (12)
G. Ground Speed Vg
Using Eq. (10), the velocity vector V
⇀
c is resolved in FE as
V
⇀
cjE 
" _X
_Y
_Z
#
(13)
The ground velocity V
⇀
g is the projection of V
⇀
c onto the horizontal plane spanned by i^E and j^E, that is,
V
⇀
gjNE 

_X
_Y

(14)
where the north–east frame FNE is defined with the direction i^E representing north and the direction j^E representing east. The ground speed Vg is
the magnitude of V
⇀
g, that is,
Vg  jV
⇀
gj 

_X2  _Y2
p
(15)
Note that _Z  − _h.
H. Ground Position Rg
The ground position r
⇀
g of the aircraft is the projection of r
⇀
c∕OE onto the horizontal plane spanned by FNE, that is,
r
⇀
gt  Xti^E  Ytj^E (16)
We define
RgtΔ r⇀gtjNE 

Xt
Yt

(17)
Likewise, the desired ground position r
⇀
g;des of the aircraft is given by
Rg;destΔ r⇀g;destjNE 

Xdest
Ydest

(18)
Using Eqs. (17) and (18), at each time t we define
a
⇀tΔ r⇀g;dest Tg − r⇀g;dest; b
⇀
tΔ r⇀g;dest − r⇀gt; c⇀Δ
a
⇀ ⋅ b
⇀
ja⇀j2
a
⇀
; d
⇀
Δ b
⇀
−c⇀ (19)
whereTg is the ground track interval, and c
⇀
and d
⇀
are parallel and perpendicular to a
⇀
, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.UsingEqs. (14) and (19),we
define
ekΔ sgnc⇀ ⋅ a⇀jc⇀j (20)
e⊥Δ sgnd
⇀
× a
⇀ ⋅ k^Ejd
⇀
j (21)
ηΔ sgnV⇀g × a⇀ ⋅ k^Esin−1
jV⇀g × a⇀j
jV⇀gjja⇀j
(22)
where ek and e⊥ are signed distance errors relative to the desired path update a
⇀
, and the angle η is the velocity alignment error.
I. Wind Shear Model
Figure 2a shows thewind vector inFNE. Tomodel wind shear, we assume that thewind velocity direction is east and thewind speed varies with
altitude. Figure 2b shows the wind model parameters, where the wind speed is zero from the ground up to 7920 ft, above which the wind speed
increases linearly with a gradient of 0.05 kt∕ft, becoming constant above 8320 ft.
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J. Steady and Trim Flight
Steady flight is defined as aircraft flight that satisfies the conditions
V
⇀
AC•
AC  0; ω⇀
AC•
AC∕E  0 (23)
These conditions state that thevelocity vectorV
⇀
AC and the angular velocity vectorω
⇀
AC∕E are constantwith respect to the aircraft frameFAC, that
is, U;V;W; P;Q, and R are constant. In the case V
⇀
a  0, the following steady flight regimes are defined, although not all of these regimes are
feasible for many aircraft.
1) In hovering flight, the aircraft maintains a constant location relative to the Earth. In this case, V
⇀
AC  0.
2) In straight-line flight, the aircraft flies along a straight linewith itswings level. Straight-line flightmay be either ascending (γ > 0), horizontal
(γ  0), or descending (γ < 0). In all of these cases,
V
⇀
E•
AC  0
V
⇀
AC is nonzero, and ω
⇀
AC∕E  0.
3) In bullet flight, the aircraft flies along a straight line while rotating about its velocity vector. In this case, V
⇀
AC and ω
⇀
AC∕E are nonzero and
parallel.
4) In circular flight, the aircraft flies along a circle. The circlemay be either horizontal, vertical, or tilted relative to the Earth, whereas the aircraft
attitude along the circle may be either banked or level. In all of these cases, V
⇀
AC and ω
⇀
AC∕E are nonzero and mutually orthogonal.
5) In helical flight, the aircraft flies along a helix. In this case, V
⇀
AC and ω
⇀
AC∕E are nonzero and neither parallel nor mutually orthogonal. A
special case of helical flight is a barrel roll, where the wheels of the aircraft can be viewed as rolling along the inside of a cylinder.
In all steady flight regimes, VAC, γ, τ, α, and β are constant. However, h, Ψ, Θ, and Φ may vary with time.
Fig. 1 Ground positionRg. Note that jc⇀j and jd
⇀
j represent distance errors relative to the desired path update a⇀, and the angle η is the velocity alignment
error.
Fig. 2 Wind shear model: a) wind vector inFNE; b) variation of wind speed with altitude.Wind speed varies linearly with a slope of 0.05 kt∕ft between
7920 and 8320 ft.
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Steady flight in which
g
⇀
AC•
 0
that is, the gravity vector is constant with respect to FAC, is called trim flight. Equivalently, Φ and Θ are constant. Since
V
⇀
AC•
AC  0
an equivalent condition is thatΦ and γ are constant. Therefore, steady flight is trim flight if and only if it is either 1) hovering flight, 2) straight-line
flight, 3) circular flight in a horizontal plane, or 4) helical flight around a vertical axis. In trim flight, the total force vector on the aircraft is constant
with respect to FAC (zero in hovering and straight-line flight) and the total moment vector on the aircraft is zero. These force and moment
conditions imply that the thrust is constant and the control surfaces are set to constant trim angles.
III. Defining Control Architectures
In this section, we define six control architectures. Each control architecture is decentralized with respect to adaptation, where, for each
component of the performance variable z in Eq. (B3), a separate RCAC block has a scalar output u given by Eq. (B4). Table 1 defines the control
architectures, where each row defines a control architecture and each column represents a performance variable. For each control architecture,
each row entry specifies the actuator that is used to follow commands given for the performance variable at the top of the corresponding column.
Note that, by following specific commands, each architecture meets certain controlled flight objectives. For example,A1 can hold an altitude by
specifying zero flight-path-angle command but cannot specify the altitude, whereas A2 can specify an altitude but cannot specify the flight-path
angle. These scenarios may be useful under emergency conditions.
The aircraft control inputs are T, e, a, and r, which denote throttle, elevator, ailerons, and rudder, respectively. Note that each architecture has
either two, three, or four control channels. For each architecture, we use the index i  1; 2; 3; 4 to denote the channels for T, e, a, r, respectively.
Note that one channel ismissing inA4, and that two channels aremissing inA6. The feedback vector for each channel is defined separately for each
architecture. In later sections, each example is done by choosing one control architecture; each architecture is associated with a performance
objective as listed in Table 1. For a chosen control architecture, the command may involve transitions among multiple trim conditions. However,
none of the examples involve switching between different architectures.
Taking control architecture A1 as an example, we define the measurement increments in each channel as
δVACkΔVACk − VAC;trim (24)
δγkΔ γk − γtrim (25)
δτkΔ τk − τtrim (26)
δβkΔ βk − βtrim (27)
where the subscript “trim” refers to the initial trim flight, and k denotes the current time step. We choose the sample time to be 0.1 s for all control
architectures. The chosen sample rate is approximately 7.86 times the frequency (in Hertz) of the short period mode of the GTM trimmed in
horizontal flight at airspeed 100.59 kt and altitude 8000 ft. The performance variable z is given by the error signals
zkΔ
2
664
VACk − VAC;cmdk
γk − γcmdk
τk − τcmdk
βk − βcmdk
3
775 
2
664
δVACk − δVAC;cmdk
δγk − δγcmdk
δτk − δτcmdk
δβk − δβcmdk
3
775 (28)
where VAC;cmd, γcmd, τcmd, and βcmd are the commands and
Table 1 Definition of control architectures
VAC γ τ h α β ek e⊥ η Example
A1 T e a —
—
—
—
r —
—
—
—
—
—
A.1.1, A.1.2, A.1.3, A.1.4, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4, A.3.1, A.3.2, A.3.3,
G.1.1, G.3.1
A2 T —
—
a e —
—
r —
—
—
—
—
—
B.1.1, B.1.2, B.1.3, B.1.4, B.2.1, B.2.2, F.1.1, F.2.1, F.3.1, G.1.2, G.2.1
A3 T e a —
—
e r —
—
—
—
—
—
C.1.1, C.1.2
A4 T e a —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
C.2.1, C.2.2
A5 — — —
—
—
—
e —
—
—
—
T a r D.1.1, D.1.2, G.1.3
A6 — — —
—
T e —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
E.1.1, E.1.2
For each control architecture, the throttle T, elevator e, ailerons a, and rudder r are assigned to specific measurements that define the performance variable in the associated feedback
channel. The feedback signals for each channel are defined separately for each architecture.
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δVAC;cmdΔVAC;cmd − VAC;trim (29)
δγcmdΔ γAC;cmd − γAC;trim (30)
δτcmdΔ τAC;cmd − τAC;trim (31)
δβcmdΔ βAC;cmd − βAC;trim (32)
are the incremental commands. Note that all increments are defined relative to the initial trim.
Let the requested actuator settings be denoted by
TreqkΔTtrim  δTreqk (33)
ereqkΔ etrim  δereqk (34)
areqkΔatrim  δareqk (35)
rreqkΔ rtrim  δrreqk (36)
where the first term on the right-hand side denotes the constant actuator setting for the initial trim and the second term on the right-hand side
denotes the requested actuator setting increment specified by RCAC. The actual actuator settings are determined by the actuator dynamics, which
are modeled as first-order systems with saturation nonlinearities modeled by stroke and rate limits [23,29]; the parameters of the actuator models
are given in Table 2.
Thus, the requested actuator settings may not be equal to the actual actuator settings, which are denoted by
TactualkΔTtrim  δTactualk (37)
eactualkΔ etrim  δeactualk (38)
aactualkΔatrim  δaactualk (39)
ractualkΔ rtrim  δractualk (40)
where the left-hand side denotes the actual actuator setting and the second term on the right-hand side denotes the actual actuator setting
increment. Except for the examples in case G concerning unknown actuator failure, we assume that the actual actuator settings are known
to RCAC.
For each channel, RCAC updates a strictly proper dynamic controller represented in input–output form as
δui;reqk  ϕikTθik (41)
where δui;req denotes the requested actuator setting increment for the ith channel,where, for example, the corresponding actuator in the ith channel
of control architectureA1 is δTreq, δereq, δareq, and δrreq for i  1; 2; 3; 4, respectively. For channel i in control architectureA1, the components of
the feedback vector ϕi include values of the actual actuator setting increment ui;actual, which is δTactual, δeactual, δaactual, and δractual for
i  1; 2; 3; 4, respectively, as well as the additional signals
Table 2 Parameters of actuator models for throttle, elevator, ailerons, and rudder
Stroke limits Rate limits Bandwidth
Throttle T [0,100]% ∞ 20π Hz
Elevator e [−20, 30] deg [−300, 300] deg/s 20π Hz
Ailerons a [−20, 20] deg [−300, 300] deg/s 20π Hz
Rudder r [−30, 30] deg [−300, 300] deg/s 20π Hz
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ϕ1kΔ δTactualk − 1 · · · δTactualk − nc δVAC;cmdk − 1 · · · δVAC;cmdk − nc
z1k − 1 · · · z1k − nc δγk − 1 · · · δγk − ncT;
ϕ2kΔ δeactualk − 1 · · · δeactualk − nc δγcmdk − 1 · · · δγcmdk − nc
z2k − 1 · · · z2k − nc δVACk − 1 · · · δVACk − ncT;
ϕ3kΔ δaactualk − 1 · · · δaactualk − nc δτcmdk − 1 · · · δτcmdk − nc
z3k − 1 · · · z3k − nc δβk − 1 · · · δβk − ncT;
ϕ4kΔ δractualk − 1 · · · δractualk − nc δβcmdk − 1 · · · δβcmdk − nc;
z4k − 1 · · · z4k − nc δτk − 1 · · · δτk − ncT
(42)
where z   z1 z2 z3 z4 T and z1, z2, z3, z4 are the components of z in Eq. (28), which is the vector of command-following errors. The vector θi
of controller coefficients has the same size asϕi. Figure 3 shows the block diagram for channel 1, which uses thrust to follow the airspeed command.
In doing so,A1 uses the airspeed command as a feedforward signal, airspeed command-following error as a feedback signal, and flight-path angle as
coupling feedback signals. The remaining channels ofA1 use similar structures to follow flight-path-angle, turn-rate, and sideslip-angle commands.
For architecture A1, we use
Gfz  diag1∕z4;−1∕z4;−1∕z4; 1∕z4
and the tuning parameters
nc  8; Rz  I4; Ru  diag0.5; 1; 10; 10; Rθ  diag10−5I4nc ; 10−4I4nc ; 10−3I4nc ; 10−3I4nc
The same notation is used for the remaining control architectures. The feedback vectorϕi, filterGf, and tuning parametersnc,Rz,Ru, andRθ for
control architecturesA2,A3,A4,A5, andA6 are given in Appendix A. Except for the evaluation of warmup strategies in Scenario A.1, the tuning
parameters are fixed for each control architecture.
IV. Comparison of Trimgtm and RCAC for Determining Trim
Oneof themost fundamental tasks in aircraft flight control is to determine states and actuator settings that define trim. This problemcontinues to
be of interest [9,30–34]. Given initial states and actuator settings, the GTM applies the function trimgtm to the aircraft equations of motion and
aerodynamic lookup table to determine the closest trim states and actuator settings. We use trimgtm to determine initial trim states and actuator
settings for all simulations. We also test the ability of RCAC to determine trim states and actuator settings. To do this, we initialize the states and
actuators of the GTM with values that are not necessarily trim states and actuator settings. We then use a subset of these initial aircraft states as
commands and use RCAC to control the GTM. The goal is to determine whether RCAC can reach a nearby trim state. We then compare the
attained trim states and actuator settingswith the values obtained by trimgtm for the same initial states and actuator settings. Note that usingRCAC
to determine trim states and actuator settings can beviewed as usingRCAC to fly the aircraft from an initial nontrim flight condition to a trim. In so
doing, RCAC uses no knowledge of the aircraft equations of motion or the aerodynamic lookup table.
For illustration, we initialize the GTM with the states and actuator settings
U0  126.4 ft∕s; 0  0 ft∕s; 0  6.6 ft∕s; 0  0 deg ∕s; 0  0 deg ∕s;
R0  0 deg ∕s; 0  8000 ft;Φ0  0 deg;Θ0  4 deg;Ψ0  45 deg;
T0  20%; e0  0 deg;a0  0 deg; r0  0 deg (43)
The initial airspeed, flight-path angle, turn rate, sideslip angle, and angle of attack corresponding to Eq. (43) are
VAC0  75 kt; γ0  1 deg; τ0  0 deg ∕s; β0  0 deg; α0  3 deg (44)
which represents straight-line flight.
Fig. 3 Block diagram for channel 1 in A1, which uses thrust to follow the airspeed command. The error signal z1 for the control is the difference
δVAC;cmd − δVAC. This channel also uses the flight-path angle for feedback.
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We first use trimgtm to determine nearby trim. From the initial flight Eqs. (43) and (44), trimgtm yields the trim states and actuator settings
VAC;trim  75.04 kt; γtrim  0.96 deg; τtrim  0.485 deg ∕s; βtrim  −0.04 deg; αtrim  5.15 deg;
Ttrim  21.91%; etrim  1.12 deg; atrim  0.33 deg; rtrim  −0.06 deg (45)
Note that Eq. (45) is a helical trim flight.
Nextwe use RCACwith the commands (44) to fly the aircraft from the initial flight Eqs. (43) and (44) to a nearby trim. To do so, we use control
architecture 1. Figure 4 shows that RCAC reaches trim flight with the trim states and actuator settings
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Fig. 4 Control architecture A1 for attaining trim flight from the initial states and actuator settings (43). Considering the nontrim flight
VAC0  75 kt;γ0  1 deg ;τ0  0 deg ∕s, and β0  0 deg, RCAC gives a nearby ascending straight-line trim flight, whereas trimgtm gives a
helical trim flight. Consequently, the trim computed by trimgtm and trim reached by RCAC are qualitatively different.
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VAC;trim  72.05 kt; γtrim  0.99 deg; τtrim  0 deg ∕s; βtrim  0 deg;
αtrim  6.85 deg; Ttrim  25.90%; etrim  −0.21 deg; atrim  0 deg; rtrim  0 deg (46)
Note that Eq. (46) is a straight-line trim flight. Comparing Eqs. (45) and (46), note that the trim reached by RCAC is qualitatively close to the
commands (44).
V. Case A: Control with Minimal Modeling
A. Scenario A.1: Adaptation Warmup Strategies
Unless stated otherwise, at the start of each scenario, the aircraft is assumed to be flying in an initial trimwithout the use of feedback control. The
components of the controller-coefficient vector θ are thus initially set to zero, that is, θ0  0. Although θ0 can be set arbitrarily, we choose
θ0  0 to reflect the absence of additional modeling information. RCACmust therefore adapt the components of θ from their initial zero values
to suitable nonzero values.We compare four techniques for doing this. First, we consider the case in which no special effort is made to assist in the
transition from open- to closed-loop control. This case is called no warmup. To improve the transient performance, we then consider three
approaches to controller warmup, namely, ambient warmup, impulsive warmup, and noise warmup. Unless stated otherwise, the GTM is
initialized with the trim
VAC0  VAC;trim  100.6 kt; γ0  γtrim  0 deg; τ0  τtrim  0 deg ∕s;
β0  βtrim  0 deg; α0  αtrim  3 deg; 0  8000 ft (47)
for all of the examples in the paper. The initial actual actuator settings for all actuators are set to the actuator settings for the initial trim, that is,
Tactual0  Ttrim  22.8%; eactual0  etrim  2.7 deg; aactual0  atrim  0 deg; ractual0  rtrim  0 deg
For nowarmup and each controller-warmup technique, we use slightly different tuning parameters to compare the performance of each strategy
under the most favorable conditions.
Example A.1.1: For no warmup, horizontal straight-line flight with trapezoidal airspeed command, the incremental commands are given by
δVAC;cmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g kt; k ≥ 700;
δγcmdk  0 deg; δτcmdk  0 deg ∕s; δβcmdk  0 deg (48)
where the trapezoidal airspeed command starts at t  70 s. We use control architecture A1 and the tuning parameters
nc  10; Rz  I4; Ru  diag0.5; 1; 10; 10; Rθ  diag10−3I4nc ; 10−2I4nc ; 10−2I4nc ; 10−3I4nc
Figure 5 shows that no adaptation occurs until t  70 swhen the trapezoidal command starts. This is because the simulation starts from a trim
with zero command-following error and no disturbance is introduced. Note that themaximum command-following errors for airspeed, flight-path
angle, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 4.1 kt, 15.0 deg, 5.3 deg ∕s, and 0.6 deg, respectively. In the next three examples, the goal is to improve
the transient response by using a warmup strategy. ▪
Example A.1.2: For the same problem as in Example A.1.1, but for ambient noise warmup, horizontal straight-line flight with trapezoidal
airspeed command, we introduce zero-mean white noise with standard deviation 0.001 kt into the wind speed for the entire simulation starting
from t  0 s. All tuning parameters are the same as in the case of no warmup (Example A.1.1) except for Rθ, which for this example
is Rθ  diag10−3I3nc ; 10−4Inc ; 10−2I4nc ; 10−2I4nc ; 10−3I4nc .
Comparing with Example A.1.1, Fig. 6 shows that the transient error is smaller with ambient noisewarmup. As expected, Figs. 6g and 6j show
that the turn rate and sideslip angle are corrupted by the ambient noise. ▪
Example A.1.3: For the same problem as in Example A.1.1, but for actuator impulse warmup, horizontal straight-line flight with trapezoidal
airspeed command, we introduce impulses intoTreq and ereq at t  10 s for 0.1 swith amplitude 1% and 1 deg, respectively. All tuning parameters
are the same as in the case of no warmup (Example A.1.1) except for nc and Rθ, which for this example are nc  12
and Rθ  diag10−2I4nc ; 10−3I4nc ; 10−1I4nc ; 10−3I4nc.
Comparing with Example A.1.1, Fig. 7 shows that the transient error is smaller with actuator impulse warmup. ▪
Example A.1.4: For the same problem as in Example A.1.1, but for actuator noise warmup, horizontal straight-line flight with trapezoidal
airspeed command, we introduce zero-mean white noise with standard deviation 0.001% into Treq and zero-mean white noise with standard
deviation 0.001 deg into ereq, areq, and rreq from t  10 to 70 s. All tuning parameters are the same as in the case of no warmup (Example A.1.1)
except for nc and Rθ, which for this example are nc  8 and Rθ  diag10−3I3nc ; 10−4Inc ; 10−3I4nc ; I4nc ; 10−3I4nc.
Comparing no warmup, ambient noise warmup, actuator impulse warmup, and actuator noise warmup, Figs. 5–8 show that the peak transient
errors averaged over all four channels are 6.25, 2.57, 3.05, and 2.22 for nowarmup, ambient noisewarmup, actuator impulsewarmup, and actuator
noise warmup, respectively. Note that the smallest value is obtained with actuator noise warmup. With actuator noise warmup, the maximum
command-following errors for airspeed, flight-path angle, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 4.4 kt, 3.2 deg, 1.2 deg ∕s, and 0.1 deg, respectively. In
addition, unlike the case of ambient noise warmup, the final command-following error using actuator noise warmup is not corrupted by ambient
noise, which is more convenient for performance comparison. Thus, we use actuator noise warmup for all subsequent simulations unless
mentioned otherwise. ▪
B. Scenario A.2: Trim Command Following
Example A.2.1: For ascending straight-line flight with trapezoidal flight-path-angle command and constant airspeed command using control
architecture A1, the incremental commands are given by
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δγcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g deg; k ≥ 700;
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δτcmdk  0 deg ∕s; δβcmdk  0 deg (49)
where the trapezoidal airspeed command starts at t  70 s.
Figure 9d shows that the maximum flight-path-angle command-following error is less than 0.35 deg and that the aircraft maintains constant
flight-path angle and airspeed in ascending straight-line flight. Note that the transfer-matrix realization of the controller (41) corresponding to the
converged elevator θ at t  250 s shown in Fig. 9f has a pole at one. This means that RCAC automatically develops an integrator for flight-path-
angle command following. This is the case in several subsequent examples but is not mentioned explicitly. ▪
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 5 Example A.1.1: Control architecture A1 for horizontal straight-line flight with trapezoidal airspeed command without warmup.
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Example A.2.2: For horizontal circular flight with trapezoidal turn-rate command, constant airspeed command, and zero sideslip-angle
command using control architecture A1, the incremental commands are given by
δτcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g deg ∕s; k ≥ 700;
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δγcmdk  0 deg; δβcmdk  0 deg (50)
where the trapezoidal turn-rate command starts at t  70 s.
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 6 Example A.1.2: Control architectureA1 for horizontal straight-line flight with trapezoidal airspeed command and ambient noise warmup. The
noise in the wind speed V
⇀
a starts at t  0 s and persists for the entire simulation.
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Figure 10j shows that the maximum sideslip angle is less than 0.07 deg and the aircraft maintains constant turn rate and airspeed in horizontal
flight. This shows the ability of RCAC to decouple the lateral channels. In addition, the use of ailerons to follow turn-rate commands implies
banked turn, and the roll angle (not shown in Fig. 10) is 24.8 deg at t  250 s. ▪
Example A.2.3: For horizontal circular flight with trapezoidal turn-rate command, constant airspeed command, and zero sideslip-angle
command, we compare the performance of the converged RCAC controller in Example A.2.2 with the full-state-feedback LQR controller under
nominal flight conditions. In doing so, we initialize Eqs. (B16) and (B17) with θ andP of Example A.2.2 at the last time step, and thus nowarmup
strategy is used. The incremental commands are given by
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 7 ExampleA.1.3:Control architectureA1 for horizontal straight-line flight with trapezoidal airspeed command and actuator impulsewarmup.The
impulses in T and e occur at t  10 s.
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δτcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.025k − 700g deg ∕s; k ≥ 700;
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δγcmdk  0 deg; δβcmdk  0 deg (51)
where the trapezoidal turn-rate command starts at t  70 s. Note that this example is similar to Example A.2.2, except that the incremental turn-
rate command ramps up in 20 s rather than 100 s as in Example A.2.2.
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 8 Example A.1.4: Control architectureA1 for horizontal straight-line flight with trapezoidal airspeed command and actuator noise warmup. The
noise in T, e, a, and r begins at t  10 s and ends at t  70 s.
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To design the LQR controller, we linearize the GTM about the trim (47). The linearization is given by
δxk 1  Aδxk  Bδureqk (52)
δyk  Cδxk (53)
where
δxk   δUk δVk δWk δPk δQk δRk δhk δΦk δΘk T (54)
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 9 Example A.2.1: Control architecture A1 for ascending straight-line flight with trapezoidal flight-path-angle command and constant airspeed
command.
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δureqk   δTreqk δereqk δareqk δrreqk T (55)
δyk   δVACk δγk δτk δβk T (56)
and the matrices A, B, and C are obtained using the GTM function linmodel. The LQR control law with integrator is given by
δureqk  −K1δxk − K2yintk (57)
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 10 ExampleA.2.2:Control architectureA1 for horizontal circular flightwith trapezoidal turn-rate command, constant airspeed command, and zero
sideslip-angle command.
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where the integrated output yintk is given by
yintk  −
Ts
z − 1
zk (58)
Ts  0.1 s is the sampling time, zk is given byEq. (28), and the gainmatricesK1 andK2 are obtained using the linearization A;B; Cwith state
weighting R1  I13×13 and control weighting R2  diag0.1; 0.1; 100; 100. Note that, with zk given by Eq. (28), the LQR controller has the
same objective as the control architecture A1, namely, following airspeed, flight-path-angle, turn-rate, and sideslip-angle commands. To
implement LQR Eq. (57), 13 measurements [nine states Eq. (54) and four outputs Eq. (56)] are needed, whereas, for implementing A1, eight
measurements (four inputs and four outputs) given by Eq. (42) are required.
Figure 11 shows that the maximum RCAC command-following errors for airspeed, flight-path angle, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 0.45 kt,
0.02 deg, 0.15 deg ∕s, and 0.02 deg, respectively, whereas the maximum LQR command-following errors for airspeed, flight-path angle, turn rate,
and sideslip angle are 0.02 kt, 0.06 deg, 0.42 deg ∕s, and 0.15 deg, respectively. Note that, by using the converged controller coefficients from
Fig. 10 as θ0, the obtained transients are small relative to Fig. 10. Figure 11i shows that the aileron controller coefficients adapt to follow a larger
slope in the turn-rate command compared with Fig. 10g. The RCAC command-following errors at t  250 s for airspeed,
flight-path angle, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 0.04 kt, 0.0003 deg, 0.001 deg ∕s, and 6 × 10−5 deg, respectively, whereas the LQR
command-following errors at t  250 s for airspeed, flight-path angle, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 0.0009 kt, 0.003 deg, 0.02 deg ∕s, and
0.005 deg, respectively. Comparing the maximum command-following errors and command-following errors at t  250 s for RCAC and LQR
controllers, RCAC has better performance in following flight-path-angle, turn-rate, and sideslip-angle commands, whereas LQR has better
performance in following the airspeedcommand.The roll angle (not shown inFig. 11) is24.79 deg forRCACand24.62deg forLQRat t  250 s.▪
Example A.2.4: For helical flight around a vertical axis with trapezoidal turn-rate command, trapezoidal flight-path-angle command, constant
airspeed command, and zero sideslip-angle command using control architecture A1, the incremental commands are given by
δτcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g deg ∕s; k ≥ 700;
δγcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf4; 0.004k − 700g deg; k ≥ 700;
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δβcmdk  0 deg (59)
where the trapezoidal flight-path-angle and turn-rate commands start at t  70 s.
Figure 12j shows that the maximum sideslip angle is less than 0.06 deg and the aircraft maintains constant airspeed during helical flight. This
shows the ability ofRCAC to decouple the lateral channels. In addition, the use of ailerons to control turn rate implies banked helical flight, and the
roll and pitch angles (not shown in Fig. 12) are 24.9 and 7.2 deg, respectively, at t  250 s. ▪
C. Scenario A.3: Robustness of RCAC Tuning to the Initial Trim
We now investigate the robustness of RCAC to variations in the initial trim and trim command using control architectureA1. Because the force
andmoment coefficients of the GTM are functions of α; β; P;Q, andR, changing α0  αtrim results in different initial vehicle dynamics. For all
of the examples in this scenario, the incremental commands are given by
δτcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g deg ∕s; k ≥ 700;
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δγcmdk  0 deg; δβcmdk  0 deg (60)
where the trapezoidal turn-rate command starts at t  70 s.
Example A.3.1: For the robustness of RCAC tuning, given an increase of 16 kt in VAC0 relative to the trim given by Eq. (47), the GTM is
initialized with the trim α0  αtrim  2 deg; VAC0  VAC;trim  116.6 kt; γ0  γtrim  0 deg; τ0  τtrim  0 deg ∕s, and β0 
βtrim  0 degwith h0  8000 ft. In this example, the control surfaces have more authority than in Example A.2.2, where VAC;trim  100.6 kt
due to the increased dynamic pressure.
Figure 13 shows that the maximum command-following errors for airspeed, flight-path angle, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 3.2 kt, 4 deg,
2.1 deg ∕s, and 0.5 deg, respectively, and the aircraft maintains constant turn rate and constant airspeed in horizontal flight after 170 s. This shows
the robustness of RCAC to variations in the initial trim and trim command. ▪
Example A.3.2: For robustness of RCAC tuning, given a decrease of 18.6 kt in VAC0 relative to the trim given by Eq. (47), the GTM is
initialized with the trim α0  αtrim  5 deg; VAC0  VAC;trim  82 kt; γ0  γtrim  0 deg; τ0  τtrim  0 deg ∕s, and β0 
βtrim  0 deg with h0  8000 ft. In this example, the control surfaces have less authority than in Example A.2.2, where VAC;trim  100.6 kt
due to the decreased dynamic pressure.
Figure 14 shows that the maximum RCAC command-following errors for airspeed, flight-path angle, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 4.4 kt,
1 deg, 0.2 deg ∕s, and 0.02 deg, respectively, and the aircraft maintains constant turn rate and constant airspeed in horizontal flight after 170 s.
This shows the robustness of RCAC to variations in the initial trim and trim command. For this example, as shown in Fig. 14, LQR given by
Eq. (57) is not able to follow the incremental commands and diverges around t  800 s. ▪
Example A.3.3:Robustness of RCAC tuning, given a decrease of 24.6 kt inVAC0 relative to the trim given by Eq. (47), the GTM is initialized
with the trim α0  αtrim  6 deg; VAC0  VAC;trim  76 kt; γ0  γtrim  0 deg; τ0  τtrim  0 deg ∕s, and β0  βtrim  0 deg
with h0  8000 ft. In this example, the control surfaces have less authority than in ExampleA.3.2, whereVAC;trim  82 kt due to the decreased
dynamic pressure.
Figure 15 shows that the maximum command-following errors for airspeed, flight-path angle, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 3.3 kt, 1.9 deg,
11.7 deg ∕s, and 6.2 deg, respectively, and the aircraft maintains constant turn rate and airspeed in horizontal flight after 200 s. Note that the
decrease of 24.6 kt in VAC0 causes an increase in the transient response; however, after 190 s, the command-following errors become small.▪
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VI. Case B: Control with Unknown Time-Varying Aircraft Dynamics
A. Scenario B.1: Changing Mass, Moments of Inertia, and C.G. Location During Flight
Wenow investigate scenarios where the dynamics of the aircraft change in an unknownway during flight. In particular, we consider changes in
the aircraft mass, moments of inertia, and c.g. location along i^AC during flight. For all of the examples in this scenario, we use control architecture
A2 with the following incremental commands
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δhcmdk  0 ft; δτcmdk  0 deg ∕s; δβcmdk  0 deg (61)
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 11 ExampleA.2.3:Control architectureA1 for horizontal circular flightwith trapezoidal turn-rate command, constant airspeed command, and zero
sideslip-angle command. The performance of the converged RCAC controller in Example A.2.2 is compared with the full-state-feedback LQR controller
under nominal flight conditions.
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We let the aircraft fly in a straight linewith constant altitude and airspeed, while the aircraft dynamics change during flight. For all of the examples
in this scenario, the center of pressure and c.g. are initially collocated.
Example B.1.1: For time-varying dynamics with c.g.moving forward, we first fly the aircraft with fixed c.g. location for a baseline comparison,
and then we linearly vary the c.g. location along i^AC with a rate of 0.0008 ft∕s during flight, so that, at 250 s, the c.g. has moved forward by 0.2 ft,
and does not change after 250 s.
Figure 16 shows that, with fixed c.g. location, the maximum command-following errors for airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and sideslip angle are
4.12 kt, 8.01 ft, 0.07 deg ∕s, and 0.01 deg, respectively. Note that the transients in Figs. 16a, 16d, 16g, and 16j are due to the actuator noise
warmup, from t  10 to 70 s, to adapt to suitable controller coefficients θ. Figures 16c, 16f, 16i, and 16l show that θ converges after the actuator
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 12 Example A.2.4: Control architecture A1 for helical flight around a vertical axis with trapezoidal turn-rate command, trapezoidal flight-path
angle, constant airspeed command, and zero sideslip-angle command.
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noisewarmup and subsequently brings the aircraft back to its initial trimwith zero command-following errors for airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and
sideslip angle.
Figure 17 shows that, withmoving c.g. location, themaximumcommand-following errors for airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and sideslip angle are
4.9 kt, 32.5 ft, 0.05 deg ∕s, and 0.02 deg, respectively, and the aircraft maintains constant altitude and airspeed in straight-line flight. Note that the
requested actuator settings in all four channels become constant after 250 s. ▪
Example B.1.2:For time-varying dynamicswith c.g.moving aft, we linearly vary the c.g. location along−i^ACwith a rate of 0.0008 ft∕s, so that,
at 250 s, the c.g. has moved aft by 0.2 ft and does not change after 250 s.
Figure 18 shows that themaximumcommand-following errors for airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 4.2 kt, 28.1 ft, 0.52 deg ∕s,
and 0.17 deg, respectively, and the aircraft maintains constant airspeed and altitudewith 24.5 ft offset in straight-line flight. Note that the requested
actuator settings in all four channels become constant after 250 s. ▪
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 13 Example A.3.1: Control architecture A1 for horizontal circular flight with a modified initial trim. VAC0 is increased by 16 kt relative to the
trim (47).
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Example B.1.3: For time-varying dynamics with decreasingmass, decreasingmoments of inertia, and c.g. moving aft, we vary the c.g. location
as in Example B.1.2 and we linearly decrease the mass and moments of inertia. The initial mass and moments of inertia of the GTM are 1.54 slug
and 1.32; 4.25; 5.4; 0.1125 lbf-ft2∕s, respectively. At 250 s, themass decreases by 0.1 slug and themoments of inertia Ixx; Iyy; Izz; Ixz decrease
by 0.083; 0.26; 0.34; 0.0075 lbf ⋅ ft2∕s. After 250 s, the mass and moments of inertia are constant.
Figure 19 shows that themaximum command-following errors for airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 3.3 kt, 21.9 ft, 0.4 deg ∕s,
and 0.05 deg, respectively, and the aircraft maintains constant airspeed and altitude. Note that the requested actuator settings in all four channels
become constant after 250 s. ▪
Example B.1.4: For time-varying dynamics with decreasing mass, decreasing moments of inertia, and c.g. moving forward, we vary the c.g.
location as in Example B.1.1 and we vary the mass and moments of inertia as in Example B.1.3.
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 14 Example A.3.2: Control architectureA1 for horizontal circular flight with a modified initial trim. VAC0 is decreased by 18.6 kt relative to the
trim (47). LQR is not able to follow the incremental commands and diverges around t  800 s.
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Figure 20 shows that themaximumcommand-following errors for airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 5.2 kt, 32.8 ft, 0.06 deg ∕s,
and 0.02 deg, respectively, and the aircraft maintains constant airspeed and altitude. Note that the requested actuator settings in all four channels
become constant after 250 s. ▪
B. Scenario B.2: Icing
To model the increased drag and reduced lift due to icing, we linearly increase the aerodynamic force coefficient by 40% in the direction i^AC
until 250 s, and we linearly decrease the aerodynamic force coefficient by 30% in the direction −k^AC until 250 s, respectively. After 250 s, we do
not further alter the forces. This corresponds to a scenariowhere the ice forms in 250 s and thenmaintains its profile. For all of the examples in this
scenario, we use control architecture A2.
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 15 Example A.3.3: Control architectureA1 for horizontal circular flight with a modified initial trim. VAC0 is decreased by 24.6 kt relative to the
trim (47). Note that the decrement of 24.6 kt in VAC0 causes an increase in the transient response; however, after 190 s, the command-following errors
become small.
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Example B.2.1: For horizontal straight-line flight in the presence of icing with constant altitude and airspeed command, the incremental
commands are given by
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δhcmdk  0 ft; δτcmdk  0 deg ∕s; δβcmdk  0 deg (62)
Figure 21 shows that themaximum command-following errors for airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 7.7 kt, 38.4 ft, 1.7 deg ∕s,
and 0.2 deg, respectively, and the aircraft maintains constant altitude and airspeed in straight-line flight. To compensate for the effect of icing, RCAC
changes the throttle, elevator deflection, and aileron deflection from 22.8%, 2.7 deg, and 0.0014 deg at t  0 s to 24.3%, 1.15 deg, and 0.005 deg at
t  250 s, respectively. After 250 s, there is no further ice formation and the requested actuator settings in all four channels become constant. ▪
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 16 Example B.1.1: Control architecture A2 for straight-line flight with constant altitude and airspeed commands. This example is with fixed c.g.
location to provide a baseline comparison for the subsequent examples involving themoving c.g. The transients aredue to the actuatornoisewarmup, from
t  10 to 70 s.
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Example B.2.2: For straight-line flight in the presence of icing with trapezoidal altitude command, followed by horizontal circular flight with
trapezoidal turn-rate command and constant altitude command, the incremental commands are given by
δhcmdk 

0; k < 700;
maxf−1000;−1k − 700gft; k ≥ 700;
δτcmdk 

0; k < 2700;
minf5; 0.005k − 2700g deg ∕s; k ≥ 2700;
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δβcmdk  0 deg (63)
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 17 Example B.1.1: Control architectureA2 for straight-line flight with constant altitude and airspeed commands. The c.g. moves forward from 0 to
250 s and then remains fixed. Note that the requested actuator settings in all four channels become constant after 250 s.
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where the trapezoidal altitude command starts at t  70 s and the trapezoidal turn-rate command starts at t  270 s.
Figure 22 shows that themaximumcommand-following errors for airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 7.7 kt, 38.4 ft,1.7 deg ∕s, and
0.2 deg, respectively, and the aircraftmaintains constant heading and airspeed in straight-line flight until 270 s and afterward transitions to horizontal
circular flight. Note that the requested actuator settings in all four channels are constant between 250 and 270 s as well as after 370 s. ▪
VII. Case C: Control with Unknown Flight Envelope
A. Scenario C.1: Conflicting Trim Commands
We use architectureA3, which extends architectureA1 by including the angle of attack as a performance variable. For given airspeed and turn-
rate commands, the commanded angle of attack and flight-path anglemay be conflicting due to uncertainty in the achievable trim flight. To test the
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 18 Example B.1.2: Control architectureA2 for straight-line flight with constant altitude and airspeed commands. The c.g. moves aft from 0 to 250 s
and then remains fixed.
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robustness of RCAC to uncertainty in the flight envelope, the goal is thus to investigate the effect of possibly conflicting commands. InA3, we use
the elevator e to control both flight-path angle and angle of attack by adding the corresponding outputs of the adaptive controllers. The requested
actuator setting for the elevator control channel (34) thus becomes
ereqkΔ etrim  δereq;γk  δereq;αk (64)
where δereq;γk and δereq;αk are the outputs of the adaptive controllers for γ and α, respectively.
a) Time (s)
b) Time (s)
c) Time (s)
d) Time (s)
e) Time (s)
f) Time (s)
g) Time (s)
h) Time (s)
i) Time (s)
j) Time (s)
k) Time (s)
l) Time (s)
Fig. 19 Example B.1.3: Control architectureA2 for straight-line flight with constant altitude and airspeed commands. Themass andmoments of inertia
decrease, and the c.g. moves aft from 0 to 250 s and then becomes constant.
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Example C.1.1: For horizontal straight-line flight with zero flight-path-angle and trapezoidal angle-of-attack commands, the incremental
commands are given by
δαcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf1; 0.001k − 700g deg; k ≥ 700;
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δγcmdk  0 deg; δτcmdk  0 deg ∕s; δβcmdk  0 deg (65)
a) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 40098
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
b) Time (s)0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
−50
0
50
100
c) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−200
−100
0
100
200
d) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 4007970
7980
7990
8000
8010
8020
8030
8040
e) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−2
0
2
4
6
f) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−4
−2
0
2
4
g) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.08
−0.06
−0.04
−0.02
0
0.02
0.04
0.06
h) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.2
−0.1
0
0.1
0.2
i) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
j) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.025
−0.02
−0.015
−0.01
−0.005
0
0.005
0.01
0.015
k) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.04
−0.02
0
0.02
0.04
l) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.5
0
0.5
1
Fig. 20 Example B.1.4: Control architectureA2 for straight-line flight with constant altitude and airspeed commands. Themass andmoments of inertia
decrease, and the c.g. moves forward from 0 to 250 s and then becomes constant.
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where the trapezoidal angle-of-attack command starts at t  70 s. Note that, for the first 70 s, the commanded trim is as in Eq. (47), which
indicates no conflict in the commands. After 70 s, the commanded angle of attack increases, whereas the airspeed, flight-path angle, turn rate, and
sideslip angle are kept the same as in the trim (47). The angle-of-attack command thus conflicts with the remaining commands.
Figure 23 shows that the adaptive controller trims the aircraft at VAC  91.2 kt, γ  5 deg, α  4 deg, τ  0.06 deg ∕s, and β 
0.0009 deg with the command-following errors VAC − VAC;cmd  9.35 kt, γ − γcmd  5 deg, α − αcmd  0.02 deg, τ − τcmd  0.06 deg ∕s,
and β − βcmd  0.0009 deg at t  250 s. The adaptive controller resolves the conflicting commands at the expense of steady-state command-
following errors in airspeed and flight-path angle. Note that all of the requested actuator settings are constant after the conflict is resolved. ▪
Example C.1.2: For ascending straight-line flight with trapezoidal flight-path-angle and constant angle-of-attack commands, the incremental
commands are given by
a) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 40098
100
102
104
106
108
110
b) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−50
0
50
100
150
c) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−400
−200
0
200
d) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 4007980
7990
8000
8010
8020
8030
8040
e) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−5
0
5
10
f) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−5
0
5
g) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
h) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
i) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−2
−1
0
1
2
j) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.3
−0.25
−0.2
−0.15
−0.1
−0.05
0
0.05
k)Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.4
−0.2
0
0.2
0.4
l) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−2
−1
0
1
2
Fig. 21 Example B.2.1: Control architecture A2 for horizontal straight-line flight with constant altitude and airspeed commands. Ice forms from 0 to
250 s and then maintains its profile. Note that the requested actuator settings in all four channels become constant after 250 s.
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δγcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g deg; k ≥ 700;
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δαcmdk  0 deg; δτcmdk  0 deg ∕s; δβcmdk  0 deg (66)
where the trapezoidal flight-path-angle command starts at t  70 s. Note that, for the first 70 s, the commanded trim is as in Eq. (47), which
indicates no conflict in the commands. After 70 s, the commanded flight-path angle increases, whereas the airspeed, angle of attack, turn rate, and
sideslip angle are kept the same as in the trim (47). The flight-path-angle command thus conflicts with the remaining commands.
a) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 40098
100
102
104
106
108
110
b) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−50
0
50
100
150
c) Time (s)0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
−400
−200
0
200
d) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 4006800
7000
7200
7400
7600
7800
8000
8200
e) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−5
0
5
10
f) Time (s)0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
−5
0
5
g) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
h) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
i) Time (s)0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
−2
−1
0
1
2
j) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.3
−0.25
−0.2
−0.15
−0.1
−0.05
0
0.05
k) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.4
−0.2
0
0.2
0.4
l) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−2
−1
0
1
2
Fig. 22 Example B.2.2: Control architecture A2 for straight-line flight with trapezoidal altitude command, followed by horizontal circular flight with
trapezoidal turn-rate command and constant altitude command. Ice forms from 0 to 250 s and then maintains its profile.
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a) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 25080
85
90
95
100
105
b) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 2500
20
40
60
80
c) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−200
−100
0
100
200
d) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−15
−10
−5
0
5
10
15
20
e) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−20
0
20
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Fig. 23 ExampleC.1.1:Control architectureA3 for horizontal straight-line flightwith zero flight-path-angle and trapezoidal angle-of-attack commands.
After 70 s, the commanded angle of attack increases, whereasVAC; γ; τ, and β are kept unchanged. The angle-of-attack command thus conflicts with the
remaining commands.
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Figure 24 shows that the adaptive controller trims the aircraft at VAC  96.7 kt, γ  1.97 deg, α  3.34 deg, τ  −0.02 deg ∕s, and
β  0 deg with the command-following errors VAC − VAC;cmd  4.4 kt, γ − γcmd  2.7 deg, α − αcmd  0.38 deg, τ − τcmd  0.02 deg ∕s,
and β − βcmd  0 deg at t  250 s. The adaptive controller resolves the conflicting commands at the expense of steady-state command-following
errors in airspeed, flight-path angle, and angle of attack. Note that all of the requested actuator settings are constant after the conflict is resolved.▪
B. Scenario C.2: Trim Flight Stability
We investigate the open-loop stability of the trim flight achieved by the adaptive controller without knowing the flight envelope (see Sec. II.J for
details on trim flight) using control architecture A4. We consider the following two possibilities for stability of the trim flight:
1) For asymptotically stable trim, the aircraft returns to the trim if the control surfaces are slightly perturbed and then set back to their trim angles.
2) For not asymptotically stable trim, the aircraft does not return to the trim if the control surfaces are slightly perturbed and then set back to their
trim angles.
The GTM is initialized with the trim
VAC0  VAC;trim  67.36 kt; γ0  γtrim  0 deg; τ0  τtrim  0 deg ∕s;
β0  βtrim  0 deg;α0  αtrim  8 deg; 0  8000 ft (67)
for all of the examples in Scenario C.2.
Example C.2.1: For horizontal circular flight with trapezoidal airspeed command and trapezoidal turn-rate command, the incremental
commands are given by
δVAC;cmdk 
(
0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g kt; k ≥ 700;
δτcmdk 
8>><
>>:
0; k < 2500;
minf4; 0.004k − 2500g deg ∕s; 2500 ≤ k < 4000;
minf6; 4 0.002k − 4000g deg ∕s; k ≥ 4000;
δγcmdk  0 deg (68)
where the airspeed and turn-rate commands start at t  70 and 250 s, respectively.
At t  900 s, the adaptation is disabled and the control surfaces are fixed at their trim angles. At t  1000 s, the elevator and aileron are
perturbed by 0.5 deg for 0.2 s, respectively, from their trim angles. Figure 25 shows that the aircraft is in trim flight from t  900 to 1000 s. After
the perturbation, the aircraft returns to the same trim, indicating that the trim achieved by the adaptive controller is asymptotically stable. ▪
Example C.2.2: For horizontal circular flight with trapezoidal airspeed command and trapezoidal turn-rate command, the incremental
commands are given by
δVAC;cmdk 
8<
:
0; k < 700;
maxf−5;−0.005k − 700g kt; k ≥ 700;
δτcmdk 
8>><
>>:
0; k < 2500;
minf4; 0.004k − 2500g deg ∕s; 2500 ≤ k < 4000;
minf6; 4 0.002k − 4000g deg ∕s; k ≥ 4000;
δγcmdk  0 deg (69)
where the airspeed and turn-rate commands start at t  70 and 250 s, respectively.
At t  900 s, the adaptation is disabled and the control surfaces are fixed at their trim angles. At t  1000 s, the elevator and aileron are
perturbed by 0.5 deg for 0.2 s, respectively, from their trim angles. Figure 26 shows that the aircraft is in trim flight from t  900 to 1000 s. After
the perturbation, the aircraft does not return to the same trim but converges to a new trim, indicating that the trim achieved by the adaptive
controller is not asymptotically stable. This shows the ability of RCAC to actively stabilize trim flight that is not asymptotically stable. ▪
C. Scenario C.3: Flight Envelope Exploration
Wenowexplore andmap the flight envelope using architectureA4. The exploration scheme consists of the following steps,whichmaneuver the
aircraft around the flight envelope and determine the stability of the attained trim states:
1) Start the aircraft at an initial trim condition.
2) Specify a trim command.
3) Increase or decrease the airspeed to the desired value by a sequence of intermediate trapezoidal commands with a slope of 0.1 kt∕s and
sufficient dwell time for the aircraft to reach the command; δτcmd and δγcmd are zero during this step.
4) Increase or decrease the turn rate to the desired value by a sequence of intermediate trapezoidal commands with a slope of 0.1 deg ∕s2 and
sufficient dwell time for the aircraft to reach the command; δγcmd is zero during this step.
5) After reaching the desired trim, return to open-loop flight by disabling the adaptation and freezing all the actuators and throttle settings.
6) Impulse the elevator and aileron to observe the stability of the aircraft at the new trim state.
Figure 27 shows the mapping of the flight envelope after the exploration scheme is completed. Starting from the initial trim (67), we search
through a slice of the flight envelope by keeping flight-path-angle zerowhile varying airspeed and turn rate, as indicated by the arrows. Note that,
during this search, the tuning settings of RCAC remain unchanged and the aircraft transitions between different trims without gain scheduling, as
is traditionally done in practice for transitioning between different trims in the flight envelope. The region of attained trim states consists mainly of
asymptotically stable trims, with trims that are not asymptotically stable at the boundary.
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Fig. 24 Example C.1.2: Control architecture A3 for ascending straight-line flight with trapezoidal flight-path-angle and constant angle-of-attack
commands. After 70 s, the commanded flight-path angle increases, whereas VAC; α; τ, and β are kept unchanged. The flight-path-angle command thus
conflicts with the remaining commands.
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VIII. Case D: Control with Known Sensing Constraints
We investigate Scenario D.1 where the air data system (ADS) fails during flight, and thus no angle-of-attack, sideslip-angle, or airspeed
measurements are available. We thus rely on GPS and inertial measurement unit data to follow a desired ground position trajectory. To do so, we
use control architecture A5, which uses no ADS measurements, as shown in Eq. (A3).
ExampleD.1.1:For reference flight-trajectory following in the presence ofwind shear, the reference trajectory is composed of ascending, right-
turn, and straight-line maneuvers. The incremental command δhcmd is
a) Time (s)
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Fig. 25 Example C.2.1: Control architectureA4 for horizontal circular flight with trapezoidal airspeed command and trapezoidal turn-rate command.
At t  900 s, the adaptation is disabled and the control surfaces are fixed at their trim angles. To determine the stability of the achieved trimat t  1000 s,
the elevator and aileron are perturbed by 0.5 deg for 0.2 s, respectively, from their trim values.
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δhcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf500; 0.5k − 700g ft; k ≥ 700 (70)
where the trapezoidal altitude command starts at t  70 s.
Figure 28 shows that the maximum command-following errors for ek, h, e⊥, and η are 373, 119, and 195 ft, and 5.3 deg, respectively, whereas
the GTM follows the reference flight trajectory. The maximum angle of attack, sideslip angle, and airspeed (not shown in Fig. 28) are 13 deg,
0.2 deg, and 129 kt, respectively. ▪
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Fig. 26 Example C.2.2: Control architectureA4 for horizontal circular flight with trapezoidal airspeed command and trapezoidal turn-rate command.
At t  900 s, the adaptation is disabled and the control surfaces are fixed at their trim angles. To determine the stability of the achieved trimat t  1000 s,
the elevator and aileron are perturbed by 0.5 deg for 0.2 s, respectively, from their trim values.
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ExampleD.1.2:For reference flight-trajectory following in the presence ofwind shear, the reference trajectory is composed of descending, left-
turn, and straight-line maneuvers. The incremental command δhcmd is
δhcmdk 

0; k < 700;
maxf−1000;−1k − 700g ft; k ≥ 700 (71)
where the trapezoidal altitude command starts at t  70 s.
Figure 29 shows that themaximum command-following errors for ek,h, e⊥, and η are 370, 52, and 147 ft, and 1.9 deg, respectively, whereas the
GTM follows the reference flight trajectory. The maximum angle of attack, sideslip angle, and airspeed (not shown in Fig. 29) are 9.4 deg,
0.08 deg, and 115 kt, respectively. ▪
IX. Case E: Control with Known Actuation Constraints
We investigate Scenario E.1, where the aircraft is initially flying in the straight-line trim given by Eq. (47) and the ailerons and rudder become
stuck at their trim deflections in the initial trim flight beginning at t  0 s. Thegoal is tomaintain lateral flight control using differential thrustwith
control architecture A6. The requested actuator setting increments for the left and right engines are δTreq and −δTreq, respectively.
Example E.1.1: For horizontal circular flight with trapezoidal turn-rate command and constant altitude command, the incremental commands
are given by
δτcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf2; 0.002k − 700g deg ∕s; k ≥ 700; δhcmdk  0 ft (72)
where the trapezoidal turn-rate command starts at t  70 s.
Figure 30 shows that the maximum command-following errors for turn rate and altitude are 2.1 deg ∕s and 8.2 ft, respectively, and the aircraft
maintains constant turn rate and altitude in horizontal flight. At t  400 s, the sideslip angle is 0.03 deg, the roll angle (not shown) is 10.2 deg, and
the command-following errors for turn rate and altitude are 0.05 deg ∕s and 0.2 ft, respectively. ▪
Example E.1.2: For helical flight around a vertical axis with trapezoidal turn-rate command and trapezoidal altitude command, the incremental
commands are given by
−20 −15 −10 −5 0 5 10 15 20
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
Fig. 27 Region of the attained trim states starting from the initial trim (67) and keeping the flight-path angle zero. Further exploration starting from a
different initial condition, indicated by the blue dot, is also shown.
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δτcmdk 
(
0; k < 700;
minf2; 0.002k − 700g deg ∕s; k ≥ 700;
δhcmdk 
(
0; k < 700;
maxf−1000;−1k − 700g ft; k ≥ 700
(73)
where the trapezoidal turn-rate and altitude commands start at t  70 s.
Figure 31 shows that themaximum command-following errors for turn rate and altitude are 2.4 deg ∕s and 46.4 ft, respectively, and the aircraft
maintains constant turn rate and altitude in horizontal flight. At t  400 s, the sideslip angle is 0.03 deg, the roll angle (not shown) is 10.2 deg, and
the command-following errors for turn rate and altitude are 0.05 deg ∕s and 0.08 ft, respectively. ▪
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Fig. 28 Example D.1.1: Control architecture A5 for ascending flight-trajectory following in the presence of wind shear. The reference trajectory is
composed of ascending, right-turn, and straight-line maneuvers. The GTM follows the reference flight trajectory.
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X. Case F: Control with Unknown Sensor Failure
A. Scenario F.1: Stuck Sensor
Example F.1.1: For horizontal straight-line flight with stuck pitot-tube measurement after t  50 s using control architecture A2, the
incremental commands are given by
δVAC;cmdk 
(
0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g kt; k ≥ 700;
δhAC;cmdk  0 ft; δτcmdk  0 deg ∕s; δβcmdk  0 deg (74)
where the trapezoidal airspeed command starts at t  70 s.
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Fig. 29 Example D.1.2: Control architecture A5 for descending flight-trajectory following in the presence of wind shear. The reference trajectory is
composed of descending, left-turn, and straight-line maneuvers. The GTM follows the reference flight trajectory.
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Figure 32a shows that, after t  50 s, the pitot-tube measurement VAC;meas is fixed at 100.6 kt. After t  70 s, Fig. 32 shows that the adaptive
controller initially uses full throttle when VAC;meas − VAC;cmd is increasing and then converges to a constant throttle setting at t  160 due to the
lack of effect on the error signal VAC;meas − VAC;cmd. After t  170 s, δVAC;cmd is constant, and the adaptive controller trims the aircraft at
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Fig. 31 Example E.1.2: Control architecture A6 for helical flight around a vertical axis with trapezoidal turn-rate command and trapezoidal altitude
command. This example is similar to Example E.1.1, except that the incremental altitude command is a trapezoid.
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Fig. 30 Example E.1.1: Control architecture A6 for horizontal circular flight with trapezoidal turn-rate command and constant altitude command.
Beginning at t  0 s, the ailerons and rudder become stuck at their trim deflections. The turn-rate command following is recovered using differential
thrust.
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VAC  122.98 kt, h  8010 ft, τ  0.004 deg ∕s, and β  0.006 deg with the command-following errors VAC − VAC;cmd  17.39 kt,
h − hcmd  10 ft, τ − τcmd  0.004 deg ∕s, and β − βcmd  0.006 deg at t  250 s. ▪
B. Scenario F.2: Biased Sensor
Example F.2.1:For horizontal straight-line flight with biased pitot-tubemeasurement using control architectureA2, the incremental commands
are given by
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Fig. 32 Example F.1.1: Control architectureA2 for horizontal straight-line flight with stuck pitot-tube measurement after t  50 s. After t  70 s, the
adaptive controller initially uses full throttle whenVAC;meas − VAC;cmd is increasing and then converges to a constant throttle setting at t  160 due to the
lack of effect on the error signal VAC;meas − VAC;cmd.
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δVAC;cmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g kt; k ≥ 700;
δhAC;cmdk  0 ft; δτcmdk  0 deg ∕s; δβcmdk  0 deg (75)
where the trapezoidal airspeed command starts at t  70 s.
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Fig. 33 Example F.2.1: Control architecture A2 for horizontal straight-line flight with biased pitot-tube measurement. After t  50 s, the pitot-tube
measurement VAC;meas has a bias of 5 kt and the aircraft follows the commanded airspeed with 5 kt bias.
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Figure 33a shows that, after t  50 s, the pitot-tube measurement VAC;meas has a bias of 5 kt. Figure 33 shows that the aircraft follows the
commanded airspeed with a bias of 5 kt. At t  250 s, the command-following errors for airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 5 kt,
0.5 ft, 0.002 deg ∕s, and 0 deg, respectively. ▪
C. Scenario F.3: Broadband Sensor Noise
Example F.3.1: For horizontal straight-line flight with broadband sensor noise using control architecture A2, the incremental commands are
given by
a) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 25085
90
95
100
105
110
b) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 2500
20
40
60
c) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−200
−100
0
100
200
d) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 2507900
7950
8000
8050
8100
8150
e) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−10
0
10
20
f) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−2
0
2
4
g) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−15
−10
−5
0
5
10
h) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−4
−2
0
2
4
i) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−4
−2
0
2
4
j) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−0.2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
k) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−1
−0.5
0
0.5
l) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−2
−1
0
1
2
Fig. 34 Example F.3.1: Control architectureA2 for horizontal straight-line flight with broadband sensor noise. The adaptive controller is able to follow
the commands in the presence of noisy measurements.
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δVAC;cmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g kt; k ≥ 700;
δhAC;cmdk  0 ft; δτcmdk  0 deg ∕s; δβcmdk  0 deg (76)
where the trapezoidal airspeed command starts at t  70 s.
To emulate sensor noise, we use a subroutine of the GTM that models the sensor noise using 1) white Gaussian random variable, 2) sensor bias,
and 3) scaling factor [23,29]. Figure 34 shows that the adaptive controller is able to follow the commands in the presence of noisy measurements.
From t  170 to 250 s, the root mean square of the errors in command following for airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 0.58 kt,
5.7 ft, 0.81 deg ∕s, and 0.209 deg, respectively. ▪
XI. Case G: Control with Unknown Actuator Failure
We investigate several scenarios involving actuator failure, where the actuator failure is unknown to RCAC. Because the actuator failure is
unknown, we use the requested actuator setting increment in place of the actual actuator setting increment in the feedback vector ϕ for all control
architectures in this section.
A. Scenario G.1: Severe Stroke and Rate Limits
We investigate a scenario where the actuator stroke and rate limits become severely saturated during flight due to a failure, for which the onset
and limits are unknown to the adaptive controller. Table 3 gives the stroke and rate limits of the saturated actuators, which are severe comparedwith
the nominal limits in Table 2.
Example G.1.1: For ascending helical flight around a vertical axis, followed by horizontal circular flight with severe throttle, elevator, aileron,
and rudder stroke and rate limits using control architecture A1, the incremental commands are given by
δτcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g deg ∕s; k ≥ 700;
δγcmdk 
8><
>:
0; k < 700;
minf4; 0.004k − 700g deg; 700 ≤ k < 4000;
maxf0; 4 − 0.004k − 4000g deg; k ≥ 4000;
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δβcmdk  0 deg (77)
where the trapezoidal flight-path-angle and turn-rate commands start at t  70 s.
Figure 35b shows that the throttle reaches the upper stroke limit of 40% during helical flight. Because of the stroke-saturated throttle, the
airspeed drops to a maximum of 69 kt at t  400 s, as shown in Fig. 35a. Figure 35 shows that the maximum command-following errors for
airspeed, flight-path angle, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 31 kt, 11 deg, 4.4 deg ∕s, and 0.5 deg, respectively, and the aircraft maintains constant
turn rate and airspeed in horizontal flight after 500 s. ▪
Example G.1.2: For horizontal straight-line flight with severe throttle and elevator stroke and rate limits using control architecture A2, the
incremental commands are given by
δVAC;cmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf5; 0.005k − 700g kt; k ≥ 700;
δτAC;cmdk  0 deg ∕s; δhcmdk  0 ft; δβcmdk  0 deg (78)
where the trapezoidal airspeed command starts at t  70 s.
Figures 36b and 36e show that the throttle and elevator reach the stroke limits. Figure 36 shows that the maximum command-following errors
for airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 20 kt, 250 ft, 0.3 deg ∕s, and 0.02 deg, respectively, and the aircraft maintains constant
airspeed and altitude in horizontal straight-line flight after 300 s. ▪
Example G.1.3: For reference flight-trajectory following with severe throttle, aileron, and rudder stroke and rate limits in the presence of wind
shear using control architectureA5 (note that noADSmeasurements are used inA5), the reference trajectory is composed of ascending, right-turn,
and straight-line maneuvers. The incremental command δhcmd is
δhcmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf500; 0.5k − 700g ft; k ≥ 700 (79)
where the trapezoidal altitude command starts at t  70 s.
Table 3 Stroke and rate limits for severely saturated throttle, elevator, ailerons, and ruddera
Stroke limits Rate limits
Throttle T [20,40]% −4; 4%∕s
Elevator e −4; 4 deg −1; 1 deg ∕s
Ailerons a −4; 4 deg −1; 1 deg ∕s
Rudder r −4; 4 deg −1; 1 deg ∕s
aThese values determine the actual actuator settings.
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Figure 37 shows that the maximum command-following errors for ek, h, e⊥, and η are 1082, 61, and 287 ft, and 4.5 deg, respectively, whereas
the GTM follows the reference flight trajectory. The maximum angle of attack, sideslip angle, and airspeed (not shown in Fig. 37) are 10 deg,
0.18 deg, and 123 kt, respectively. ▪
a) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 60065
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
b) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 6000
50
100
c) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−2000
−1000
0
1000
2000
d) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−8
−6
−4
−2
0
2
4
6
e) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−4
−2
0
2
4
f) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−200
−100
0
100
g) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−2
0
2
4
6
8
10
h) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−0.5
0
0.5
1
i) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−20
−10
0
10
20
j) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−0.1
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
k) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
l) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−10
−5
0
5
Fig. 35 Example G.1.1: Control architecture A1 for ascending helical flight around a vertical axis, followed by horizontal circular flight with severe
throttle, elevator, aileron, and rudder stroke and rate limits. The throttle reaches the upper stroke limit of 40%during helical flight and thus the airspeed
drops to a maximum of 69 kt at t  400 s.
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B. Scenario G.2: Dead Zone
Example G.2.1: For horizontal circular flight with aileron-deflection dead zone of 0.1 deg using control architecture A2, the
aileron deflection is zero in the dead zone and follows the requested actuator settings outside the dead zone. The incremental commands are
given by
a) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 40085
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
b) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−50
0
50
100
c) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−500
0
500
d) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 4007950
8000
8050
8100
8150
8200
8250
8300
e) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 4000
5
10
15
20
f) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−5
0
5
10
g) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.4
−0.3
−0.2
−0.1
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
h) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.2
−0.1
0
0.1
0.2
i) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−2
−1
0
1
2
j) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.03
−0.025
−0.02
−0.015
−0.01
−0.005
0
0.005
0.01
k) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−0.02
0
0.02
0.04
l) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−1
−0.5
0
0.5
Fig. 36 Example G.1.2: Control architectureA2 for horizontal straight-line flight with severe throttle and elevator stroke and rate limits. The aircraft
maintains constant airspeed and altitude in horizontal straight-line flight after 300 s.
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δτAC;cmdk 

0; k < 700;
minf3; 0.003k − 700g deg ∕s; k ≥ 700;
δVAC;cmdk  0 kt; δhcmdk  0 ft; δβcmdk  0 deg (80)
where the trapezoidal turn-rate command starts at t  70 s.
Figure 38h shows that the aileron deflection is zero in the dead zone. Figure 38 shows that the maximum command-following errors for
airspeed, altitude, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 3.7 kt, 26.9 ft, 0.5 deg ∕s, and 0.1 deg, respectively, and the aircraft maintains constant turn rate
and altitude in horizontal straight-line flight after 170 s. ▪
a) East Coordinate Y (ft)
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0
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0
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g) Time (s)
R
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0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
−1
0
1
rreq
ractual
h) Time (s)
A
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e
h
(f
t)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 4007900
8000
8100
8200
8300
8400
8500
8600
hcmd
h i) Time (s)
E
le
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r
e
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)
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0
5
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j) Time (s)
α
(d
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)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400−5
0
5
10
15
Fig. 37 Example G.1.3: Control architectureA5 for reference flight-trajectory following with severe throttle, aileron, and rudder stroke and rate stroke
and rate limits in the presence of wind shear. The GTM follows the reference flight trajectory.
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C. Scenario G.3: Jam
Example G.3.1: For horizontal circular flight, followed by straight-line flight with a rudder jam at t  200 s using control architecture A1, the
incremental commands are given by
a) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 25098
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
b) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 2500
20
40
60
c) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−200
0
100
d) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 2507985
7990
7995
8000
8005
8010
8015
8020
8025
8030
e) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 2501
2
3
4
f) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−4
−2
0
2
g) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
h) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−0.2
−0.1
0
0.1
0.2
i) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−4
−2
0
2
4
j) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−0.15
−0.1
−0.05
0
0.05
0.1
k) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−0.2
−0.1
0
0.1
0.2
l) Time (s)
0 50 100 150 200 250−2
0
2
4
Fig. 38 Example G.2.1: Control architecture A2 for horizontal circular flight with aileron-deflection dead zone of 0.1 deg. The aircraft maintains
constant turn-rate and altitude in horizontal circular flight after 170 s.
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δτcmdk
8><
>:
0; k<700;
minf5;0.005k−700g deg∕s; 700≤k<4000;
maxf0;5−0.005k−2500g deg∕s; k≥2500;
δγcmdk0 deg;δVAC;cmdk0 kt;δβcmdk0 deg (81)
where the trapezoidal turn-rate command starts at t  70 s and ends at t  350 s.
a) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 60098
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
b) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 6000
50
100
c) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−1000
0
1000
2000
d) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−0.4
−0.3
−0.2
−0.1
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
e) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 6002
2.5
3
3.5
f) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−10
−5
0
5
g) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
h) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−0.5
0
0.5
i) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−5
0
5
j) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−0.2
−0.15
−0.1
−0.05
0
0.05
k) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−0.3
−0.2
−0.1
0
0.1
l) Time (s)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600−20
−10
0
10
Fig. 39 ExampleG.3.1: Control architectureA1 for horizontal circular flight, followedby straight-line flightwith a rudder jamat t  200 s. Comparing
τRCAC and τLQR, RCAC trims the aircraft in the commanded straight-line flight after t  350 s, whereas LQR trims the aircraft in horizontal circular
flight after t  350 s due to the 0.35 deg ∕s command-following error in the turn rate.
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Figure 39k shows that the rudder jam occurs at t  200 s. Because of the jammed rudder, the aileron controller coefficients adapt in response to
the failure to follow the turn-rate command, as shown in Fig. 39i. The RCAC command-following errors at t  600 s for airspeed,
flight-path angle, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 0.003 kt, 10−5 deg, 4 × 10−5 deg ∕s, and 0.16 deg, respectively, whereas the LQR command-
following errors at t  600 s for airspeed, flight-path angle, turn rate, and sideslip angle are 0.005 kt, 0.005 deg, 0.35 deg ∕s, and 0.013 deg,
respectively. Comparing τRCAC and τLQR in Fig. 39g, RCAC trims the aircraft in the commanded straight-line flight after t  350 s, whereas LQR
trims the aircraft in horizontal circular flight after t  350 s due to the 0.35 deg ∕s command-following error in the turn rate. ▪
XII. Conclusions
In this paper, the performance and robustness of retrospective cost adaptive control for an aircraft under conditions of uncertainty and failure
were investigated. In this regard, the ability of RCAC to control the NASAGTMwith minimal modeling information and limited measurements
were explored. In addition, RCAC does not require an inner-/outer-loop controller structure and it is used to transition between flight regimes
without the benefit of gain scheduling.
The GTM is a realistic high-fidelity aircraft model that includes an aerodynamic database and interface to facilitate feedback control from
realistic sensors to thrust and control surfaces, including stroke and rate limits. To apply RCAC to the GTM, a collection of architectures were
defined that assign specified performance (error) variables to control inputs. Each architecture thus has a decentralized controller structure with
respect to adaptation. In addition, measurement signals may be shared among the channels to account for channel coupling.
To determine trim states, the ability of RCAC to reach trim flight from an initial nontrim flight conditionwas demonstrated and then the attained
trim was compared with the trim computed from the trimgtm subroutine of the GTM. Starting the adaptive controller from a trim flight, warmup
strategies to improve the transient response of the aircraft during command following were then presented. Examples showed that the transient
error was smallest with actuator noise warmup. Then, the ability of RCAC to follow trim commands involving straight-line, circular, and helical
flight was shown. The robustness of RCAC tuning to the initial trim flight was also investigated.
For the cases of uncertainty and failure, a series of scenarios that examine the performance of RCAC in various flight regimes was considered.
Cases of unknown time-varying aircraft dynamics (such as mass variation and icing) and unknown flight envelope (including the possibility of
conflicting commands) were presented, and it was shown that RCAC was able to trim the aircraft under these scenarios. The ability of RCAC to
actively stabilize a trim flight that is not asymptotically stable was also demonstrated. RCAC was then used to explore the flight envelope by
employing a sequence of trim commands.
For the cases of known sensing and actuation constraints, scenarios of controlling the GTMwith total air data system failurewere presented, as
well as maneuvers with differential thrust in the presence of stuck aileron and rudder. In both cases, RCAC was able to follow the commands.
For the cases of unknown sensor failure, scenarios were presented involving a stuck and biased pitot tube. For the case of a stuck pitot-tube
measurement, RCACconverged to a constant throttle setting corresponding to trim flight. For the case of biased pitot-tubemeasurement, theGTM
followed the commanded airspeed with respect to the biased measurement.
For the case of unknown actuator failure, scenarios were presented involving severe stroke and rate limits, dead zone, and jam. RCACwas able
to follow commands under these scenarios at the expense of degradation in the transient response and steady-state command-following errors.
RCAC was originally developed for linear plants and was applied to the GTM as a case study of a realistic nonlinear model of a flight vehicle.
The examples considered in this paper show that RCAC is able to handle the nonlinearities arising in the GTM, such as in its aerodynamic
database, actuator dynamics, and kinematics. The ability of RCAC to handle input nonlinearities is not unexpecteddue to the application ofRCAC
to Hammerstein systems in [35]. The most severe cases in terms of unknown nonlinearities are the cases of unknown sensor and actuator failure.
Although unknown actuator failure might be viewed as an unknown disturbance, RCAC has no knowledge that the stuck control surface whose
deflection it is requesting is not responding. Likewise, RCAC has noway to ascertain that a sensor signal is stuck. In both cases, however, RCAC
was able to bring the aircraft to trim flight.
Each example in this paper was confined to a single architecture. Although these examples involve transitions between different trims, the
problem of transitioning between different architectures was not considered. This remains an open research problem. Because RCAC does not
depend on full-state measurement, it may find application to aircraft that require output feedback control, such as aircraft with sensor and actuator
dynamics aswell as flexiblemodes. Each architecture is based on decentralized adaptation, although the separate controllers can take advantage of
coupling signals, and thus the controller is centralized. For the case of a scalar performance variable and scalar input signal, as in all architectures
used in this paper, limited numerical testing suffices to determine suitable tuning parameters. A more general formulation would be to use fully
centralized adaptation, whichmay provide improved transient performance. However, techniques for choosing the tuning parameters for this case
remain to be developed. Given the ease of application of RCAC, this method may provide a path to fast prototyping of control laws for
unconventional aircraft for which a simulation model exists. As a first step, RCAC can be used to find trim conditions without derivation and
analysis of the linearized flight equations. Finally, RCAC remains to be flight tested. This is a future objective.
Appendix A: Tuning Parameters
The feedback vectorϕi, filterGf, and tuning parametersnc,Rz,Ru, andRθ for control architecturesA2,A3,A4,A5, andA6 are as follows. These
tunings are used consistently in all examples.
A1. Control Architecture A2
The feedback vectors ϕ1;ϕ3, and ϕ4 for A2 are the same as in A1 given by Eq. (42), whereas ϕ2 is
ϕ2kΔ δeactualk − 1 · · · δeactualk − nc δhcmdk − 1 · · · δhcmdk − nc
z2k − 1 · · · z2k − nc δVACk − 1 · · · δVACk − ncT
(A1)
where z2kΔ hk − hcmdk. We use
Gfz  diag1∕z4;−1∕z4;−1∕z4; 1∕z4
and the tuning parameters
nc  8; Rz  I4; Ru  diag0.5; 10; 10; 10; Rθ  diag10−4I4nc ; I4nc ; 10−2I4nc ; 10−3I4nc 
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A2. Control Architecture A3
The feedback vectors ϕ1;ϕ2;ϕ3, and ϕ4 for A3 are the same as in A1 given by Eq. (42), whereas ϕ5 is
ϕ5kΔ δeactualk − 1 · · · δeactualk − nc δαcmdk − 1 · · · δαcmdk − nc
z5k − 1 · · · z5k − nc δVACk − 1 · · · δVACk − ncT
(A2)
where the additional performance variable is z5Δαk − αcmdk. We use
Gfz  diag1∕z4;−1∕z4;−1∕z4; 1∕z4;−1∕z4
and the tuning parameters
nc  8; Rz  I; Ru  diag0.5; 1; 10; 10; 1; Rθ  diag10−4I4nc ; 10−3I4nc ; I4nc ; 10−3I4nc ; I4nc
A3. Control Architecture A4
The feedback vectors ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3 for A4 are the same as in A1 given by Eq. (42). We use
Gfz  diag−1∕z4;−1∕z4;−1∕z4
and the tuning parameters
nc  8; Rz  I3Ru  diag0.5; 1; 10; Rθ  diag10−6I4nc ; 10−4I4nc ; 10−4I4nc 
A4. Control Architecture A5
The feedback vectors ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, and ϕ4 are given by
ϕ1kΔ δTactualk − 1 · · · δTactualk − nc δVgk − 1 · · · δVgk − nc
z1k − 1 · · · z1k − nc δγk − 1 · · · δγk − ncT;
ϕ2kΔ δeactualk − 1 · · · δeactualk − nc δhcmdk − 1 · · · δhcmdk − nc
z2k − 1 · · · z2k − nc δVgk − 1 · · · δVgk − ncT;
ϕ3kΔ δaactualk − 1 · · · δaactualk − nc δτcmdk − 1 · · · δτcmdk − nc
z3k − 1 · · · z3k − nc δτk − 1 · · · δτk − ncT;
ϕ4kΔ δractualk − 1 · · · δractualk − nc δτcmdk − 1 · · · δτcmdk − nc
z4k − 1 · · · z4k − nc δτk − 1 · · · δτk − ncT
(A3)
where the performance variable z is given by the error signals
zkΔ
2
64
ekk
hk − hcmdk
e⊥k
ηk
3
75 (A4)
We use
Gfz  diag−1∕z4;−1∕z4;−1∕z4; 1∕z4
and the tuning parameters
nc  8; Rz  I4; Ru  diag10; 10; 1000; 10; Rθ  diag10−4I4nc ; I4nc ; 10−2I4nc ; 10−4I4nc
A5. Control Architecture A6
The feedback vectors ϕ1 and ϕ2 are given by
ϕ1kΔ δTactualk − 1 · · · δTactualk − nc δτcmdk − 1 · · · δτcmdk − nc
z1k − 1 · · · z1k − nc δβk − 1 · · · δβk − ncT;
ϕ2kΔ δeactualk − 1 · · · δeactualk − nc δhcmdk − 1 · · · δhcmdk − nc
z2k − 1 · · · z2k − nc δVACk − 1 · · · δVACk − ncT
(A5)
where the performance variable z is given by the error signals
zkΔ

τk − τcmdk
hk − hcmdk

(A6)
We use
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Gfz  diag1∕z4;−1∕z4
and the tuning parameters
nc  8; Rz  I2; Ru  diag0.1; 10; Rθ  diagI4nc ; 10−2I4nc
Appendix B: RCAC Algorithm
B1. Plant Model
Consider the MIMO discrete-time system
xk 1  Axk  Buk D1wk (B1)
yk  Cxk D2wk (B2)
zk  E1xk  E0wk (B3)
where xk ∈ Rlx is the state, yk ∈ Rly is the measurement, uk ∈ Rlu is the input,wk ∈ Rlw is the exogenous signal, and zk ∈ Rlz is the
performance variable. The goal is to develop an adaptive output feedback controller that minimizes z in the presence of the exogenous signal w
with limited modeling information about Eqs. (B1–B3). The components of w can represent either command signals to be followed, external
disturbances to be rejected, or both, depending on the choice ofD1 andE0. This formulation defines the signals that play a role inRCAC.However,
no assumptions aremade concerning the state-space realization because RCAC requires input–outputmodel information rather than details of the
state-space realization.
B2. Controller
Define the dynamic compensator
uk 
Xnc
i1
Pikuk − i 
Xnc
ik0
Qikξk − i (B4)
where Pik ∈ Rlu×lu ; Qik ∈ Rlu×lξ are the controller-coefficient matrices, k0 ≥ 0, and ξk ∈ Rlξ consists of components of y, z, and w. We
rewrite Eq. (B4) as
uk  ϕkθk (B5)
where the regressor matrix ϕk is defined by
ϕkΔ
2
666666664
uk − 1
..
.
uk − nc
ξk − k0
..
.
ξk − nc
3
777777775
T
⊗ Ilu ∈ R
lu×lθ (B6)
and
θkΔ vecP1k · · · Pnc kQk0k · · · Qnck  ∈ Rlθ (B7)
where lθΔ l2unc  lulξnc  1 − k0, “⊗” is the Kronecker product, and “vec” is the column-stacking operator. Note that k0  0 yields an exactly
proper controller, whereas k0 ≥ 1 yields a strictly proper controller.
B3. Retrospective Performance Variable
We define the retrospective control as
u^k  ϕkθ^ (B8)
and the corresponding retrospective performance variable as
z^kΔ zk  ϕfkθ^ − ufk (B9)
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where θ^ ∈ Rlθ is determined by optimization next, andϕfk ∈ Rlz×lθ andufk ∈ Rlz are filtered versions ofϕk anduk, respectively, defined
by
ϕfkΔGfqϕk (B10)
ufkΔGfquk (B11)
The filter Gf has the form
GfqΔD−1f qNfq (B12)
where Df and Nf are polynomial matrices and Df is monic. The choice of the filter is discussed in the next section.
B4. Markov Parameters
In [15,16,25,27,36], the filter is based on the Markov parameters of the control-to-performance transfer matrix Gzu. In particular, for all
complex numbers z for which the absolute value is greater than the spectral radius of A, it follows that
Gzuz  E1zI − A−1B 
X∞
i0
Hi
zi
(B13)
where, for all, i ≥ 1, the ith Markov parameter of Gzu is defined by
HiΔE1Ai−1B (B14)
B5. Retrospective Cost Function
Using the retrospective performance variable z^k, we define the retrospective cost function
Jk; θ^Δ
Xk
i1
k0 z^TiRzz^i  ϕiθ^TRuϕiθ^   θ^ − θ0TRθθ^ − θ0 (B15)
where Rz, Ru, and Rθ are positive definite.
Proposition: LetP0  R−1θ . Then, for all k ≥ k0, the retrospective cost function (B15) has a unique global minimizer θk, which is given by
θk  θk − 1 − Pk − 1 ~ϕkTΓk−1 ~ϕkθk − 1  ~zk (B16)
Pk  Pk − 1 − Pk − 1 ~ϕkTΓk−1 ~ϕkPk − 1 (B17)
where
~ϕkΔ

ϕfk
ϕk

∈ Rlzlu×lθ (B18)
~RkΔ

Rzk 0
0 Ruk

∈ Rlzlu×lzlu (B19)
~zkΔ

zk − ufk
0

∈ Rlzlu (B20)
ΓkΔ ~R k−1  ~ϕkPk − 1 ~ϕkT (B21)
▪
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